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oversighT hearing on The Use and 
developmenT of Telemedicine Technol-
ogies in The deparTmenT of veTerans af-

fairs healTh care sysTem

Wednesday, may 18, 2005

U.S. HoUSe of repreSentativeS,     
SUbcommittee on HealtH,

committee on veteranS’ affairS,
Washington, D.C.

 the subcommittee met, pursuant to notice, at 10:00 a.m., in room 
334, Cannon House Office Building, Hon. Henry Brown 
 [Chairman of the subcommittee] presiding.
 present:  representatives brown and michaud.

 mr. brown. good morning.  the subcommittee will now come to 
order.
 i want to thank all in attendance for joining us this morning in 
our first Subcommittee hearing of the 109th Congress.  I’m honored 
to have been selected to serve as Chairman of the subcommittee on 
health, and am especially pleased that my friend, mike michaud, a 
man whom i shared a leadership role with for the last two years on 
the Benefits Subcommittee, was designated by his colleagues as our 
new ranking member on health.  welcome, mike.
       Telemedicine can be defined in many ways.   Some prefer to use 
the broader term “telehealth.”  the core meaning of the word “tele-
medicine” is distance healing.  what it does is make it possible for 
doctors and nurses to deliver care and interact with patients many 
miles away with the use of specialized video equipment, digital imag-
ing equipment and electronic data transmission.
    these new patient-centered technologies have a great deal to of-
fer veteran patients, particularly in the areas of mental health care, 
rehabilitation, non-institutional long term care, and delivery of care 
in rural areas.
     Va has and continues to substantially invest in telehealth tech-
nologies.  the success of the use of telemedicine in caring for veteran 
patients depends on Va’s ability to transition individual telemedicine 
projects into safe, effective, reliable and sustainable health care ser-
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vices that veterans can depend on.
    at our hearing today we will be hearing from Va and hhs of-
ficials, VA field  practitioners  and  representatives  from  the  private 
sector about the use and development of telemedicine technologies.  
i’m looking forward to an exceptional discussion to learn more about 
telemedicine, how it works and what it holds for the future of patient 
care in Va.       
    mr. michaud, do you have any statement you would like to make?
     mr. micHaUd. thank you, mr. Chairman.  it is good to be here for 
our first hearing of the Health Subcommittee for the 109th Congress.  
i’m also pleased that we have an opportunity to continue to work to-
gether as ranking member and Chairman of this subcommittee.  we 
have many areas under the health subcommittee’s jurisdiction and 
we share a lot of common interests in those areas.  i look forward to 
tackling those issues with you.
    I agree that we must continue to push VA to be as efficient as possi-
ble, but there are still times that efficiency reaches its limits and you 
must add real dollars to the Va.  that is why the democrats on this 
Committee recommended adding $3.2 billion to our budget request.
    mr. Chairman, i want to thank you for holding the hearing today.  
i look forward to working with you throughout the Congress and re-
quest unanimous consent to extend and revise my remarks.

 [the statement of mr. michaud appears on p. 35]

 mr. brown. so noted.  thank you, mr. michaud.
 we have with us today dr. adam darkins.  dr. darkins is the Chief 
Consultant of the Department of Veterans’ Affairs Office of Care Co-
ordination.  he trained as a neurosurgeon in the united kingdom, 
where he established and directed an early telehealth program at 
the king’s fund in london.  dr. darkins has published and spoken 
widely on telehealth issues throughout the world.
 dr. darkins is accompanied by dr. ross fletcher, Chief of staff of 
Va medical Center in washington, d.C.
 dr. Carolyn Clancy is the director of the agency for health care 
research and Quality at the department of health and human ser-
vices.  she also holds an academic appointment at george washing-
ton university school of medicine and is a member of the institute of 
medicine.  she has edited and contributed to the publishing of seven 
books and is widely published in peer review journals.

 you may begin.
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statements of adam darkins, Chief Consultant, of-
    fiCe of Care Coordination, department of Veter-
    ans’ affairs; aCCompanied by ross d. fletCher,
    Chief of staff, Va mediCal Center, washington,
    d.C.; and Carolyn m. ClanCy, direCtor, agenCy for
    health Care researCh and Quality, department 
    of health and human serViCes

statement of adam darkins

dr. darkinS. thank you, mr. Chairman and members of the subcom-
mittee.
    it’s an honor to be before the subcommittee today and address the 
members’ interest in the Va’s use and development of telemedicine.  i 
want to thank the members of the Committee for raising this impor-
tant area for us to discuss.  
    in terms of telemedicine the areas i’m going to cover are how we’re 
using information and telecommunications technologies to deliver 
care to veteran patients in situations where practitioner and patient 
are separated by time and/or distance.  i think it’s important just to 
say that what i’m--in my testimony i’m going to talk about builds on 
the use of the existing health information infrastructure.
     the institute of medicine has used the Va as an example of how 
it’s possible to use information technology to change the way health 
care is delivered and Va meets each benchmark, disease, prevention 
and treatment indices in terms of its ability to deliver care in this 
manner.
    but very much what i’m going to talk about today is that the tech-
nology is very important.  it’s obviously a vital part to telemedicine.  
but why Va has been successful and the--so the platform on which 
Va is developing telemedicine is around the people and how it is de-
livering services to people.  it’s very much for us about how we deliver 
the right care, in the right place, at the right time to veteran patients 
who it is our privilege to serve.  
    in doing so we are building a robust, sustainable infrastructure, 
one which is being based very much on patient need.
     so as you will hear that i will base what i’m talking about on the 
patient need that’s driving it and not on the technology.
     the need of the veteran population is changing and the care has 
to be delivered from finite, physical locations as it does for any health 
care organization.  in doing so there are trade offs against cost, quali-
ty, access, that are made by individual practitioners.  telemedicine is 
not a replacement for delivery of care.  it is really an adjunct that al-
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lows more flexibility in how that care is delivered and it’s a particular 
applicability in rural areas where there are practitioner shortages.  it 
helps solve what can otherwise be an insoluble equation about how 
you deliver care to patients.
    the way in which telemedicine is moving forward and has moved 
forward is very much around how it solves issues in the delivery of 
care and is rooted in the business of delivery of care within the Va, 
and it’s not so much around giving out grant monies that we have 
done so.
     there have been pilots of 32 clinical areas of telemedicine within 
VA, but in my testimony today I’d like to highlight five which are of 
particular importance in relation to veteran patient need.
     The first area that I’d like to talk about relates to home telehealth, 
the delivery of care using technologies to reach in the home.  the 
veteran population that Va treats, as with the general population, 
is growing older.  as people grow older, counter to expectations in 
the past, they’re actually healthier and living longer and preferring 
wherever possible to stay in their own homes.  so the focus for Va on 
the use of this technology is supporting the non-institutional care of 
patients.
     for veterans who fought for their own homes in times of war now 
to be fighting new adversaries, such as chronic heart failure and dia-
betes, our approach is really is much to help them stay in their own 
homes.
    so the telemedicine in terms of the home telehealth is address-
ing high areas of priority need related to diabetes, congestive heart 
failure, chronic pulmonary disease.  it compliments the rest of care 
across the continuum, so it’s able to bring people to care in a more 
flexible and more timely fashion.
    we have a national program which is rolling out for this which 
is very much centered on patients in terms of delivery of care.  the 
kind of patients we’re talking about are the sort of patients with com-
plex care needs who would otherwise be going into institutional care.  
they are the sort of patients who traditionally, their paper charts 
may be in several volumes and if the chart is available if they’re going 
from scheduled clinics it is difficult to get through that kind of data.
    so the ability to monitor somebody in their home, to assess their 
health condition in their home, but also to base this on having a clini-
cal health record is extraordinarily important and a vital part of how 
this has gone forward.  
    it’s possible to pick up the vital signs, pulse, weight and tempera-
ture of these patients and institute care before they run into trouble.  
So somebody with heart failure can be treated when they first become 
symptomatic rather than when they become very seriously ill and 
they might have to go into the intensive care unit.
    the outcomes from this program has been that we’ve had reduc-
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tions in inpatient stays, we’ve had reductions in er visits, and very 
high levels of patient satisfaction.  we are currently treating 5,800 
patients throughout the 21 Visns in the Va and anticipate reach-
ing 12,500 by the end of this financial year.  It’s about appropriately 
treating veterans and helping them to live independently in their 
own homes.
    i would say that simply stated the link to the information system is 
that in order to provide the right care, in the right place, at the right 
time it’s important that the right information is there to be able to do 
so as well.
    the next area i would like to turn, a major area of need, is that of 
mental health for which our telemental health programs are address-
ing.  it uses real time video conferencing and is able to provide both 
generalist’s and specialist’s care to the community based outpatient 
clinics and save considerable time and inconvenience of travel to vet-
erans to get into care.
    in 2004 there were 10,000, approximately 10,000 patients treated 
nationally, and that represented approximately 20,000 episodes of 
care.  the care is currently taking place in 224 sites of which 120 are 
community based outpatient clinics, 74 are Va medical centers, 20 
are vet centers and 14 are home telehealth programs.
    in order to make sure this is robust and sustainable we have a 
lead clinician for telemental health.  we’ve developed a telemental 
health toolkit that makes sure that things are systematized with how 
they’re done.  it links to the mental health programs in the central 
office and we anticipate a 20 percent  increase in the next financial 
year of telemental health.
    the next area i would like turn to is teleretinal imaging, which 
is used to treat diabetes and diabetic eye disease.  20 percent of vet-
erans have diabetes and Va is currently outperforming the private 
sector in terms of doing diabetic eye exams.  the rationale of this is to 
maintain the site by picking up diabetic eye disease.
    we had a consensus group that met in 2001 to establish the 
groundwork for doing teleretinal imaging and will be working with 
the department of defense and the Joslin Vision network in boston.  
we are set to do a widespread implementation of teleretinal imaging 
and would see initially 75,000 patients being treated in the next year 
and 150,000 the year after.  it uses store-and-forward technology and 
we’re setting up reading centers to be able to do this as we move for-
ward.
    the next area i would like to talk about is teledermatology, again 
another area that uses store-and-forward technology.  dermatology 
is an area of high morbidity and it’s a shortage speciality, especially 
in rural areas.
    one program i’d like just to highlight is in the 1990’s togus, maine 
was a pioneer and linked to providence, rhode island.  the analyses 
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of the outcomes have shown that using teledermatology in Va leads 
to earlier treatment, reduces the need for later face-to-face exams, 
and is certainly cost effective in getting definitive care.
    Again, we have clinical and research leads, a field coordinator, and 
would see this is going to be growing considerably again in the next 
financial year.
    the next topic i would like to turn to in terms of patient need is 
telerehabilitation, and it’s applicable to particularly spinal cord in-
jury, multiple sclerosis and returning combat wounded veterans from 
operations iraqi and enduring freedom.
    there are four poly-trauma centers in the Va to which returning 
combat wounded are being transferred, particularly people with head 
injury, amputation, eye trauma and post-traumatic stress disorder.  
the ability to link other centers into this specialist’s care as they 
journey across the continuum to get home is extremely important.
    let me just quickly give you the hypothetical example of a combat 
wounded veteran who may be an amputee, who may have had a head 
injury.  such a person, who if they’re back near home, they may well 
find their answer  isn’t  immediate access  to some of  the specialist’s 
advice that may be necessary in relation to some of the prosthetic 
devices for example.  neither would such advice be necessarily avail-
able in the private sector.
    the ability to be able to link back to the specialist centers, get ad-
vice from people who’ve previously cared for the patient, means this 
could well save the inconvenience both to work and family in travel 
and also is a benefit to the family, as I mentioned.
    so the ability to link these heroes into specialist care is something 
which Va is working towards in linking these poly-traumas to other 
sites.  We’re in the process of the next financial year developing link-
ages for multiple sclerosis care, for two multiple sclerosis centers on 
the west Cost and the east Coast to be able to make multiple sclero-
sis advice and care available to veterans at the local level where that 
degree of specialist’s advice may not be currently available.
    i’d next like to turn to telesurgery, and when i mention this it’s 
really about high levels of need in areas of chronic disease.  it may 
seem somewhat strange that i would turn to surgery, but it is very 
applicable. 
    one of the things that we’ve found is that house prices have 
changed throughout the country.  they’re changing their homes, and 
with  difficulties  in  rental  accommodations  veterans  are moving  to 
places which may not necessarily be where the major center of care 
is.  so the ability to be able to do preoperative and post-operative 
evaluations and obviating the travel for the surgeon sometimes to 
peripheral clinics is a way in which it makes the surgery very much 
more easy and efficient in terms of being seen both to patients and 
practitioners.
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    having highlighted these various areas, i’d like to look a little bit, if 
i may, just in my closing few minutes, to telemedicine and its future 
in Va.  i think from the things which i’ve mentioned you all have seen 
that one of the themes that runs across them all is that of changing 
location of care to really make the care more--to improve ease of ac-
cess to veterans, particularly in rural locations.
    the example of iron mountain Va medical Center in michigan is 
really illustrative of the kind of changes this can bring about.  in the 
late 1990’s iron mountain had particular problems with recruiting a 
pathologist, a pathologist’s service being important as one of the core 
parts of the medical center.
    it was possible to set up a telemedicine service linking back down 
to milwaukee, and from that the Va has got a sustainable network 
in Visn 12, which is probably the largest of its sort in the country, 
crossing five states and delivering speciality care to rural, the penin-
sula of Michigan, which is extraordinarily beneficial to the veteran 
patients there.
    the evidence base is growing within Va to use telemedicine.  some 
50 peer review publications have emanated from Va since the ear-
ly 1990’s.  Typically evidence takes some five years to develop from 
when practice starts and then some 15 years often to be included, 
though this is changing and it’s happening more rapidly.
    Va certainly is in a position to help accumulate the evidence to 
be able to do this.  the evidence i mentioned is that, but also the 
right pragmatic reasons to deliver care using telemedicine at the mo-
ment.  in order to develop this evidence Va is linking to the Quality 
enhancement research initiative within the Veterans administra-
tion to be able to gather the evidence in programs that we are taking 
forward.
    other things that i would like to mention are the lead practitio-
ners.  all the areas of telehealth i’ve mentioned have lead practitio-
ners.  standardizing the delivery of care so it’s done very much in an 
evidence based fashion, able to make sure that--to use a euphemism, 
the services plug and play so they fit together in a way that makes 
sense.
    one of the things which is often not raised when it comes to talk-
ing about telemedicine is the issue of training. to have a sustainable 
telemedicine program within Va-- programs rather--the need to have 
those core competencies within staff so we have a telemedicine com-
petent workforce is particularly important.  we established a training 
center in January of 2004 concentrating on home telehealth.  they 
have trained some 1,500 people face-to-face and some 1,100 people 
via distance learning technologies.  we have training centers we’re 
establishing  this  financial  year  in  Salt  Lake City  for  general  tele-
health and also in boston for store-and-forward.
    we work closely with other agencies.  Just an example is the recent 
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indian health service, Veterans health administration steering 
group which met in albuquerque about how we share expertise and 
particularly native american patients we both have, it would be very 
applicable to use some of the distance health technologies.
    we participate actually in a joint working group for telehealth 
which is run by health and human services and work with them 
on the issues of sustained services.  and also in terms of sustainable 
services what is particularly important is to link into the regulatory 
and accreditation bodies whom we are working closely with.
    So in conclusion, I would just like to finish by saying VA, I think-
-i’m very privileged to work for Va.  Va has used this technology in 
a way to really enhance the delivery of care, and the areas i’ve men-
tioned would be a test to Va’s leadership.
    it is very--it is and will continue to be about collaborative rela-
tionships both within and outside.  of paramount importance this 
is about the relationship between practitioner and patient to deliver 
care.  we are coordinating care across the continuum and are able to 
do this and bridging distance and geography.  in doing so we’re link-
ing to other resources within the organization.  this is not creating 
a new silo.
    so i would conclude by saying i’m very grateful for the opportunity 
to provide testimony.  the Va has a noble mission to serve veterans 
and one of the things that unites all those working to deliver care in 
telemedicine is how we do that and integrate that into the rest of the 
delivery of care.
    it’s my pleasure to introduce dr. ross fletcher now if i may do.  dr. 
fletcher is the Chief of staff at the washington, d.C. medical Center.  
he also is a pioneer in this whole area and is the lead for the nation-
wide VA register on pacemaker and defibrillator surveillance center.  
we would both be very pleased to answer questions afterwards.
 
    [the statement of dr. darkins appears on p. 37]
 
    mr. brown. thank you, doctor.  what a great testimony, and i 
could just see the excitement in your voice as you were going through 
the process.  it is an exciting time to be able to advance health care 
delivery through telemedicine.
    dr. fletcher, did you have something you wanted to say?  you’re on 
the support team, right?  go ahead.  
    dr. fletcHer. i have a presentation to make which actually shows 
how the care coordination program, the telehealth program, has been 
working very much hand-in-hand with the computerized system that 
we have at the Va.
    i think i’ll just start by opening that system and showing you a few 
patients that have been benefitting from our telehealth projects.
    The first patient I’m going to show you is Mr. McNamara.  That 
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isn’t his name and that isn’t his social security number, as you might 
guess, but this is the standard front sheet on the computerized record 
that we see.  it has a cover sheet as you see.  it has a lab package 
which is very easy to open up and display anything that might be 
present.
    the beauty of being able to do this is that i can actually do this 
in my home as i’m talking to other--to the patient on the telephone.  
so the ability to display the patient’s record and his white count for 
example, which in this instance was elevated when he first came into 
our hospital, was very important because he was paralyzed and it 
turned out he had lyme disease.  we took care of that but then had 
to take care of the patient for quite some time thereafter.
    if you look at the additional tools, which is Vista imaging which 
now can be seen--now can be seen at any point in the system includ-
ing in my home through Comcast Cable.  i can see that he has in ac-
tual fact a very large plural effusion that is in essence is heart failure.  
you can see that more clearly if i enlarge it.
    but now i am in addition able to follow many other things about 
him.   When he first  came  to  light,  if  I  click on weight you can see 
that all results show that he has a weight that started very low.  he 
was emaciated when he was in--had his paralysis, but that gradually 
came up.
    and if i wanted to look more carefully at the latter portion of the 
record, which is obviously more dense, you can see that he had--his 
weight reached a peak which was typified by heart failure.  We actu-
ally took the fluid off of his lung inside the hospital, but it rapidly re-
curred at home and we brought him back and took the fluid off again.  
this time we saw it coming back but increased his lasix.
    and in this--by this time we had placed him a telehealth program 
whereby he steps on a scale in his house and that number is imme-
diately transmitted to a server which is transmitted to his electronic 
record so that this data point of weight was taken inside the hospital, 
but all of these were taken at home except for a few when he came 
back to the hospital.  i sort of tell how that is because we don’t nor-
mally take temperatures at home but--so there are fewer of those.  
but we do take the pulses and we do take the blood pressures as well.  
as a matter of fact he starts out relatively high and then comes down 
to a much smoother zone.     Very important on the weight scale to 
notice that he is sitting at 165 and gradually rising to this trigger 
point of 170.  now at 170 we’re afraid that he is going to go back into 
heart failure, but with the telehealth aspect where we can see exactly 
when he’s getting into trouble we can intervene at this point, and did 
as a matter of fact add his--increased his diuretic from 80 milligrams 
to 120 and his weight came back down.  now we changed the drug 
back to 80, but it gradually went up and obviously he needed another 
increase in the medication.
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    now throughout this time, this is now from april all the way 
through december, the patient never comes back to the hospital.  he 
never has pulmonary edema.  he never has--i got the telephone call 
on this occasion saying i’m very short of breath and i could hear him-
-over the telephone you can actually hear how fast someone is breath-
ing--and i knew we had to move in quickly and took him right into the 
hospital. it was about a 45 minute drive in.
    but beyond that point this man never re-accumulated any of the 
fluid that’s in his lungs and he did quite well on the score.  He wouldn’t 
have if we weren’t following very carefully all of this information.
    and once again, the information is not just the weights for--which 
in congestive heart failure is critical, but it’s also the blood pressure 
which we are able to follow right along.  for instance if this man had 
a very high blood pressure we could easily tell that it had been pulled 
down to normal, and see that it is normal, and we will see that it rises 
up.
    one of the fascinating things that we have in this system is a trig-
ger point, and in this patient i set it at about 168.  so if i set the trig-
ger point to 168 i don’t have to know every time he calls in.  i know 
that the minute it reaches that trigger point i will get a note in the 
medical record, the record i look at everyday, i will get a warning sign 
that mr. mcnamara has reached that trigger point.  i need to get on 
the phone and change his medication.
    so i feel very comfortable about it and a lot of the physicians are 
worried that they’re going to be called too often, but in actual fact as 
long as he stays down in this zone i can follow him very nicely and i 
feel very secure.  any time i want to glance at his record i could just 
pull him up and i actually see all of these values sitting in the chart.
    so we were able to manage his heart failure very securely and very 
well over a long period of time.
    mr. brown. thank you, dr. fletcher.  how much does the at home 
facilities cost?  how expensive is that?
    dr. fletcHer. the instrument that we have in his home happens 
to cost about $1,000.  some of them cost as low as 600, $500, some of 
them cost a little more, depending on what’s attached to them.
    mr. brown. but it’s transportable.  if that patient ceases to need it 
then it can move--
    dr. fletcHer. yes.
    mr. brown.--to the other.  is the connect, is that an expensive pro-
cess?
    dr. fletcHer. no, it’s not an expensive process, and the value of 
having all these numbers being taken on a daily basis is extremely 
important.  the cost of bringing him in every three months, which we 
were doing, with bad heart failure is not only costly inside the hos-
pital where the costs are much higher on a daily basis, but it’s also 
costly to the patient.  one of these episodes he might not live through, 
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for example.  so it’s very, very helpful to preempt the episode by actu-
ally following him in this very close way.
    mr. brown. And how often do you review his file? I notice you said 
there’s some parameters that will set off a signal and how do you 
receive that signal?
    dr. fletcHer. well, actually, when i sign on, as i’ll show you.  if i 
sign on to a different patient I actually get a warning notification list 
and on that list will be his name.  i will read the note and it will say 
blood pressure has reached 170 over 60, and then i have to sign it.  
so now i know--
    mr. brown. i see.
    dr. fletcHer.--it’s established that i have made contact, i’ve seen 
it, and i usually then make a call out to the patient and adjust his 
medication or test to see whether there could be some error in the 
value.
    mr. brown. okay.  let me tell you a little bit about logistics.  i 
think we’ve got votes around 11:00 or somewhere thereabouts.  we’ve 
got two other panels to bring testimony and i hate to cut you off, dr. 
Fletcher.  Do you have any  other final summaries that you would like 
to include in your presentation?
    dr. fletcHer. One minute of final summary.
    mr. brown. okay, sure.  go ahead.
    dr. fletcHer. i will just show a slide or two. this is our hospital, 
which you are all welcome to come to anytime up the street, on north 
Capitol street.
    we also have been following the patients with pacemakers.  this 
was described.  i’ve done now probably over a million house calls 
where we receive the electrocardiogram and can see it.  the nice 
thing about the whole metrics is that we use the scales automatically 
going into Cprs with the trigger messages and our appointments are 
made just in time to take care of the problems.
    we had educational values that go back and forth to them and per-
sonal reminders as well.  we are able to follow not just the weights 
and the blood pressure and the pulse which you saw, but also glucose 
measurements, temperature, oximetry--that’s an o2 saturation and 
it goes on the finger--and the pain score.
    we are setting goals for each patient, especially in heart failure.  
for blood pressure and in diabetes the glucose ceilings trigger the 
same sort of thing.  we are managing the patients in these categories 
quite well and bringing their numbers down.
    we also have in conjunction, we have that site, where we can actu-
ally have the patient see his own record.  so all of the pressures and 
vital signs that he records and goes into our record are something he 
can see in his home.
    and that’s all i have to say.  thank you very much.
    mr. brown. no, thank you.  it’s certainly an exciting time in medi-
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cine to be able to have that kind of connectivity.
    what do you need at home, just a regular telephone line or do you 
have to have special communication?
    dr. fletcHer. a regular telephone line works very well and it just 
automatically--it has a modem and it makes the call out and deliv-
ers the information to the central site which then delivers it into the 
hospital record.
    mr. brown. okay.  dr. Clancy, if you could contain your remarks 
to five minutes and then you can submit the total remarks to us.  I 
apologize just for the time.  i think just to give the other two panels 
an opportunity to give testimony.  and then we’ll have questions from 
mr. michaud when this is over.  thank you.  thank you, dr. Clancy.

statement of Carolyn m. ClanCy

    dr. clancy. good morning, mr. Chairman, members of the subcom-
mittee.  i’m very pleased to be here this morning and have submitted 
a written statement for the record.
    the department of health of human services has a long- stand-
ing commitment to understanding and advancing the effective us of 
health information technologies, including telemedicine, to improve 
the health of all americans.
    as we use the term, telemedicine is the use of telecommunications 
technology for medical diagnostic monitoring and therapeutic pur-
poses when distance and/or time separate the participants.
    i’d like to note that while there is a great deal of activity and an in-
creasing amount of activity in telehealth, we have a lot to learn about 
which applications work best for which patients and under what cir-
cumstances.  we share a common interest with our colleagues at the 
department of Veterans’ affairs in attempting to build that evidence 
base to identify best practices and promising interventions.
    i’d like to offer seven observations about telemedicine that are dis-
cussed extensively in my written statement.
    first, the use of telemedicine in the private sector is relatively 
small but growing.  second, there’s evidence that the technology can 
work and can be used beneficially from a clinical and economic stand-
point.  but while there are many promising initiatives underway, 
there are few mature telemedicine programs and few good scientific 
evaluations.  so we have a lot to learn about what works under what 
circumstances and so forth.
    Third, it’s difficult to assess the appropriateness, effectiveness or 
cost effectiveness of telemedicine in the abstract or at large.  it’s re-
ally much more effective to focus on the specific service that telemedi-
cine is being used to provide.  whether that’s a provision of radiology 
services, specific home health, mental health, other types of applica-
tions that dr. darkins described.
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    fourth and perhaps most important, telemedicine is merely a 
means to an end.  too many evaluations that we’ve seen actually 
focus on the technology, but what we’re really wanting to know is 
whether the telemedicine service results in better patient care and 
at what cost.  and these are the questions i’m hearing you ask, so 
specific applications should be assessed in those terms.
    The fifth point is that the array of obstacles to adoption and the 
use of this technology in the private sector is different in some ways 
from those confronted by the department of Veterans’ affairs in their 
relatively closed health system.  so the questions you were asking 
about what does it cost to hook up, that’s going to be a different kind 
of equation obviously in the private sector.
    sixth, with some exceptions such as teleradiology, clinicians and 
system leaders in the private sector have been relatively slow to adopt 
telemedicine.  and it’s increasingly clear, as dr. darkins said, that a 
variety of factors need to be in place before clinicians believe that the 
value gained exceeds the effort required to use it.
    finally, under secretary levitt’s leadership, hhs is giving the 
highest priority to fulfilling the President’s commitment to promote 
widespread adoption of interoperable electronic health records.  this 
movement could be a significant enabler  for  the  future adoption of 
telemedicine.
    the possibility of a direct linkage between telemedicine applica-
tions and an electronic health record across settings of care will dra-
matically alter the calculus for evaluating the effectiveness of tele-
medicine technology.  hhs has supported telemedicine research of 
demonstrations through three decades and established an office for 
the advancement of telehealth in hrsa as a focal point for coordinat-
ing programs within the department.
    it’s very clear that in a number of rural areas, through the hrsa’s 
program, that many of these communities would have no access to 
a number of services, including psychiatric services, dermatology, 
rheumology, specialized wound care and genetic counseling if those 
telemedicine services had not been available.
    the indian health service also has extensive experience with tele-
health and is probably the closest hhs parallel to how Va operates.  
ihs and tribal facilities report experience with over 30 different types 
of telemedicine, clinical services, and opportunities for expanded ser-
vice delivery are now under development.
    Cms is also working on telehealth issues and we actually at the 
request of Cms developed a very comprehensive and systematic re-
view of what is known about what works in telemedicine in 2001.  
The report identified a lot of areas where we simply don’t have a good 
evidence base.  we actually began to update that report late last year.  
it should be ready shortly and we’ll make sure that you get a copy.
    i’m almost out of time here.  we also have another report that was--
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there is a report from hhs mandated by the medicare modernization 
act regarding the possibility of including skilled nursing facilities as 
a medicare telehealth originating site for the purpose of reimburse-
ment, and we will make sure that you get a copy of that report as 
well.
    Just in closing, this has long been viewed as a very promising tool 
for enhanced access to health care services, improved patient safety 
and timely decision making, and as you’ve seen from my colleagues 
here from Veterans, the opportunity to dramatically improve care 
management I think is self evident.  And we’ve seen terrific examples 
of how the ihs and the Va can and have continued to collaborate to 
benefit the populations that we serve.
    so with that and in the interest of time, i will stop, and we’d be 
happy to get questions on the record.
  
    [the statement of dr. Clancy appears on p. 46]

    mr. brown. i really do thank you, dr. Clancy.  i apologize for--this 
is such an interesting topic.  we’ll have an all day hearing just for 
you all three.  it’s absolutely just incredible, you know, the knowledge 
that we have available and i guess the technology that we have and 
how we are implementing it.
    i would ask if you would, and it’s good to have both of you here on 
this, focused on the same idea, i guess the test projects you’re work-
ing on, when do you see it being across the whole spectrum in Va, 
telemedicine?
    dr. darkinS. dr. fletcher or--
    mr. brown. Either one.  Either one will be fine.
    dr. darkinS. the main area that is moving forward is very much 
the area of home telehealth that was described. It fits very much as I 
said the patient need, the elderly population.  people really do want 
to stay in their own homes. obviously some of those are appropriate 
to be in a nursing home, but i think dr. fletcher very eloquently and 
graphically described how this benefits.  This is somebody who if end-
ed up going in with heart failure they might not have survived.  so 
Va is concentrating very much on that area and developing both the 
clinical, the technical and the management of business infrastruc-
ture to sustain it.
    but having said so, the other major area that’s going forward at 
the moment is telemental health.  you’ll hear from some of my other 
colleagues later.  not only is there a large incident of ptsd in the 
population anyway, but there’s also the returning combat wounded 
to consider as well.
    so telemedicine is just part of the general armentarium.  i wouldn’t 
for one moment suggest that it can replace the whole of care, but used 
appropriately as we are doing in the right area, it is absolutely an 
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adjunct as i think dr. fletcher showed.
    mr. brown. i guess my question was is it being implemented at 
all the Va hospitals across the country or just concentrated in one or 
two?
    dr. darkinS. with the home telehealth program it’s being devel-
oped at the Visn level, Veterans integrated service network.  all 
21 Visns now have a program.  we’ll have a minimal number of 500 
patients under care to provide the initial platform to be able to build 
from, and from that we will be spreading into other hospitals.
    so what we’re doing is making absolutely sure these are patients 
for non-institutional care.  there’s an absolutely robust program in 
place that we will then build from.  so we’ll then be able to expand it 
more rapidly just to begin with, making sure it’s nationwide.
    mr. brown. and i know there was a little bit of concern about the 
cost justification I guess between the private sector and the VA.  How 
do you sense the return on investment under the Va system?  is it 
saving us money or--i know it’s better for the patients to be able to 
stay in an environment they’re familiar with, but how is the cost as-
sociation?
    dr. darkinS. well, i can put my hand on my heart and say it’s one 
of those pleasing situations where it’s a win on both sides.  i mean, 
the sense is that it is something which does save money.  it’s con-
centrated very much at the moment on patients who would be going 
very frequently into care.  and as dr. fletcher showed, there is major 
inconvenience to those patients.  so the cost of using the technology 
is  justified absolutely by the reduction and the necessity to go  into 
care.
    dr. Clancy pointed out, i think, that one of the things which radi-
cally transforms the ability to do telemedicine is having the patient 
record, the computerized record, because to be able to have a patient 
in one place, the practitioner in another, it’s great to be able to see 
them. but if you don’t have the patient’s chart, investigations other-
wise.  so i think there isn’t comparability, but i think the fact that Va 
is an integrated health care system and the fact that it’s being used 
in the way it is, there is absolute cost justifications for why it’s being 
done, and thankfully as well there are very good patient justifications 
both clinically and in terms of patient satisfaction.
    mr. brown. Is there any privacy issues you see that would conflict 
with moving this program forward?
    dr. darkinS. In terms of how this moves forward, this fits into the 
general it policy that Va has for both, covering hippa, the privacy 
regulations and cyber security. so it’s down within the umbrella, ab-
solutely securely of maintaining privacy and confidentiality  for pa-
tients.
    mr. brown. i’m going to sign dr. fletcher up.  i think i need to be 
on that monitoring system and--that’s a good program.
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    mr. michaud, do you have any questions?
    mr. micHaUd. thank you, mr. Chairman.  as the Chairman says, 
we could probably talk all day about this issue because it is exciting 
and i think it will save and will help veterans particularly in rural 
areas.  i have several questions, most of them for the record.  the one 
that i would like to ask is, currently the Va budget request spends 
$1.7 billion for information technology.  i know the appropriators are 
meeting shortly, if they’re not already meeting, and they’re looking 
at probably removing about $400 million.  my question is what effect 
will that have?
    my second question is with the $1.7 million how many veterans will 
be taken care of with that amount of money?
    dr. darkinS. the telemedicine programs i’ve described today and 
our strategy for moving telemedicine forward in the short term is 
predicated on the Va’s existing information technology system.  so as 
far as i’m aware we will be able to carry forward all we’ve currently 
got planned.
    what might be the effects on further developments and enhance-
ments in the future by virtue of any projected budget cut i really 
wouldn’t be able to personally comment upon.  Certainly i’m sure that 
information could be made available but i--in terms of what we’re de-
scribing we are actually using the current robust system which is in 
place to deliver what we have.
    In terms of the wider figure and how that impacts on care generally, 
I--again I don’t have those figures related to telemedicine, telehealth.  
i can tell you directly what we’re spending on telehealth in terms of 
central support and otherwise if that’s of--
    mr. micHaUd. yes, that would be helpful.
    dr. darkinS. i mean currently the amount spent essentially on tele-
health in the Va has increased from some 140,000 in 1997 to 10.24 
million currently.  That is the central support in terms of office and 
grant money and other support, but very much the other costs in tele-
health within Va come within the delivery of care.
    so this is using current physicians who are delivering care in real 
time situations.   So  it’s an adjunct. Those figures  I don’t  currently 
have in detail.  we are working out--a new coding system is being 
introduced that--because there isn’t this coding in telehealth.  next 
year we will be able to capture very accurately, after this financial 
year, the workload expenses associated with telehealth throughout 
the Va.
    mr. brown. I want to ask one final question, Dr. Darkins, if I could.  
are we partnering with the private sector in sharing technology to be 
absolutely sure that we aren’t reinventing the wheel?
    dr. darkinS. absolutely, we’re doing so.  the technology we’ve 
talked about in terms of telehealth is off the shelf technology which 
is basically commercially available, exactly as it would be in the pri-
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vate sector.  we are to some degree at the leading edge of this in 
terms of where it’s moving, so working collaboratively with the ven-
dor community in terms of how we’ve contracted with them to take 
this forward we are dependent upon a vibrant vendor community to 
be able to support this in the future.  and this is all using tried, tested 
technology which is going to be available, and as such i think we’re 
also benefitting the wider private sector’s access to that technology 
in the future.
    mr. brown. dr. Clancy, dr. darkins, and dr. fletcher, i’ve been in 
this process for a long time.  i don’t know if i’ve ever been so enlight-
ened by a panel.  thank you so very much for coming and sharing 
your time with us this morning.
    dr. darkinS. thank you.
    mr. brown. the second panel, will they come forward, please.
    good morning.  the subcommittee will now welcome our second 
panel of the day, and included in that panel is dr. linda godleski.  
she is the associate Chief of staff for education at the Va Connecti-
cut health Care system and associate professor of psychiatry at yale 
school of medicine. she serves as Va’s national lead for telemental 
health.
    dr. Christopher frueh is the director of the post traumatic stress 
disorder Clinical team at the Charleston Va medical Center and 
a tenured associate professor at the medical university of south 
Carolina.  dr. frueh provides full-time clinical services to veterans 
suffering from ptsd and serves as a primary clinical supervisor for 
pre-doctoral clinical psychology interns at the Charleston Va medical 
Center in my home state.
    sydney wertenberger--is that close?  i’m sorry, okay--is an as-
sociate director for patient Care services at the Va medical Center 
in poplar bluff, missouri.  ms. wertenberger has expertise in rural 
health care and home care initiatives.
    Patricia Ryan is the Associate Chief Consultant for the Office of 
Care Coordination, and the director of Visn 8 Community Care Co-
ordination services in bay pines, florida.
    Welcome, and please proceed.  Ms. Godleski, or who will go first?

statements of linda godleski, Vha lead for tele-
    mental health, offiCe of Care Coordination, 
    assoCiate Chief of staff for eduCation, Va 
    ConneCtiCut health Care system; b. Christopher
    frueh, staff psyChologist, Va mediCal Center, 
    Charleston, south Carolina; sydney wertenberg-
    er, assoCiate direCtor, patient Care serViCes,
    Va mediCal Center, poplar bluff, missouri; 
    Charles e. leVy, Chief of physiCal mediCine and
    rehabilitation serViCe, north florida/south 
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    georgia Veterans health serViCe, gainesVille, 
    florida; and patriCia ryan, assoCiate Chief Con-
    sultant oCC/direCtor Visn 8 CCCs, offiCe of Care
    Coordination, bay pines, florida

statement of linda godleski

    dr. GodleSki. mr. Chairman and members of the subcommittee, it 
is indeed an honor for me to be here before this subcommittee today 
to provide you with testimony on the Va’s use and development of 
telemedicine.
    i am a psychiatrist who has practiced in a number of health care 
settings and currently i also serve as the associate chief of staff for 
education at the Va Connecticut health care system in west haven 
and as the Va’s national lead for telemental health.  i’m involved in 
telemedicine in each of these three roles and will provide the Com-
mittee with perspectives from each role because i believe they will all 
help to highlight how Va is using and developing telemedicine.
    like the majority of my colleagues in psychiatry i was trained to 
care for patients through face-to-face interactions, and it was only 
when I came to the VA that I first learned about telemental health as 
a very different way of practicing my profession.  furthermore, after 
reviewing the relevant health care literature i appreciated how tele-
mental health had a place in the delivery of care and could replicate 
a face-to-face interaction.  most importantly i was reassured that pa-
tients were satisfied with receiving care in this way while providing 
them with improved access and saving them the cost, inconvenience 
and time involved in the travel.
    my initial exposure to telemental health was in Visn 9, the Va 
integrated service network 9 which is kentucky, tennessee, and 
part of west Virginia, when i was the mental health service manager 
there.  the huntington Va medical Center had been using telemen-
tal health successfully since 1997 to provide care to patients in dis-
tant Vet Centers and community based outpatient clinics.
    i became involved directly in the establishment and running of tele-
mental health services to connect all of the Visn facilities for expert 
telemental health consultation as well as ongoing treatment.  i could 
see firsthand how our veteran patients were very comfortable with it 
and how much easier it made it for them to receive their care.
    of course there are always and always will be times when patients 
will need to be seen face-to-face in a clinic if there’s need for in depth 
physical examination or an imminent need for hospitalization, but in 
numerous instances telemental health can provide general psychia-
try and also specialty psychiatry services such as substance abuse 
and ptsd treatment.
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    as the Va lead for telemental health i am what is generally re-
ferred to as a clinical champion.  a clinical champion is a practitioner 
who helps introduce and develop new practices in health care and 
acts as an advocate for these new practices with their colleagues.  it 
is indeed a privilege to help the Va and my colleagues lead the way 
with a new health care development like telemental health.
    i am one of the many clinical leads for telemedicine in Va.  there 
are also leads for telerehabilitation, telesurgery, teleendocrinology, 
teledermatology and teleretinal imaging.  we all receive support 
from the National Care Coordination Program Office.  I believe what 
makes the Va leads for telemedicine most effective is that we are 
truly committed to serve veteran patients and our colleagues realize 
and recognize that we are using telemedicine in ways that truly work 
for patients and ensure excellence of care.
    the clinical leads for telemedicine have established a network of 
telemedicine clinicians and Visn leaders, and in the Va all of the 
clinical leads have developed toolkits for our respective areas of tele-
medicine.  the toolkits help new programs get started, allow new 
programs to learn from the experience of other Va established pro-
grams rather than having to reinvent the wheel.  these toolkits are 
also very useful for staff training and the telemental health toolkit 
formalizes the requirements to develop a telemental health service 
and educate all the staff involved.
    this is where my role as the associate chief of staff for education 
has a bearing on the development of telemedicine since one of the 
challenges in sustaining telemedicine is to make sure that there are 
practitioners with the requisite skills and competencies who are com-
mitted to the program.  in my own speciality for example, medical 
schools and residency programs are just beginning to train the next 
generation of psychiatrists in the use of telemental health.
    in the Va we are starting to explore what a telemental health com-
ponent to a residency program might look like.  i believe the ability to 
recruit newly trained psychiatrists who are familiar with telemental 
health would be of great benefit to the VA in sustaining telemental 
health programs and incorporating telehealth into all specialty resi-
dency programs in the future may have a catalytic effect in terms of 
promoting the initiation of telehealth in the wider health care sys-
tem.
    dr. darkins mentioned the numbers of programs that involve tele-
mental health, including 74 facilities and 120 community based clin-
ics,  but  I would  like  to  just finally  conclude by  leaving you with a 
specific telemental health example.
    Currently i practice in Visn 1, the Va new england health care 
system, and the Visn has recently established a telemental health 
service between togus and Caribou, maine. the development of this 
service was presented at the Va’s Care Coordination telehealth 
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leadership meeting in salt lake City in april 2005.
    the service was established because of the 240 mile--excuse me--
249 mile distance that veteran patients previously had to travel be-
tween Caribou and togus for mental health care.  the normal sea-
sonal snowfall i’m told is nine and a half feet, and even if it doesn’t 
snow it’s a ten hour round trip, not to mention the cost of gasoline.  
the telemental health toolkit was established and implemented, and 
the program connecting Caribou and togus led to 100 percent sat-
isfaction with patients and a decrease in the no show rate for treat-
ment.
    in conclusion i am delighted to be able to advocate for telemental 
health within the Va and i will now be glad to answer any ques-
tions the subcommittee may have.  this concludes my statement, 
mr. Chairman.

    [the statement of dr. godleski appears on p. 57]

    mr. brown. thank you, dr. godleski.
    dr. frueh, we welcome you back from the greatest congressional 
district in the country, and we’re glad to have you up here today.

statement of b. Christopher frueh

    dr. frUeH. thank you, mr. Chairman.  it is an honor to be here and 
speaking before you, and i am grateful for the opportunity to present 
my views.
    the president’s new freedom Commission on mental health high-
lighted how people who live in rural areas experience significant dis-
parities in health status and access to care, and this includes many 
veterans.  There’s currently a significant shortage of qualified mental 
health service providers in rural and remote areas of the country, 
including my own state, our state of south Carolina.
    today my testimony will focus on how research evidence that sup-
ports the incorporation of telemedicine into clinical practice is being 
used to guide the development of telemental health services with the 
specific  intent  of  improving  access  to  care  for  veterans who  are  in 
need of treatment for mental health conditions in the Veterans inte-
grated service network 7.
    Visn 7 constitutes Va’s southeast network and geographically 
encompasses the states of south Carolina, georgia and alabama.  
these states have large rural populations.  Visn 7’s pro-active ap-
proach to making services geographically accessible to veterans 
has included establishing 24 community based outpatient clients or 
CboCs as they’re known.  unfortunately the recruitment of quali-
fied mental health professionals, particularly  specialists  to provide 
care for substance abuse and post traumatic stress disorder in rural 
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CboCs, poses a challenge to Visn 7’s goal of offering locally based 
services to meet the mental health care needs of veterans that we are 
privileged to serve.
    I’d like to make a few remarks about what we know scientifically 
with regard to telemedicine and mental health care drawing on re-
search that has been published from all over the world, including a 
large number of studies conducted within the Va and including my 
own.
    first, as reported in the president’s new freedom Commission on 
Mental Health, people who live in rural areas experience significant 
disparities in health status and access to care.  telemedicine has in-
troduced an affordable means of solving these long-standing work-
force shortage problems and improving access to mental health care 
for people in remote geographical areas.
    second, mental health evaluations, including psychiatric inter-
views and neuropsychological assessments conducted via telemedi-
cine, appear to be accurate and reliable.  this is true for even those 
patients who are suffering the most severe mental disorders or cogni-
tive impairment.
    third, it is clearly feasible to provide both psychotherapy and phar-
macotherapy services via telemedicine.
    fourth, both patients and clinicians report high levels of satisfac-
tion and acceptance with telemedicine interventions.  a therapeutic 
relationship can be established even when the patient and clinician 
never meet face-to-face.
    finally, telemedicine services have been shown to lead to improved 
clinical status.  in fact there’s growing evidence that the quality and 
effectiveness of telemedicine services service delivery of mental health 
care is virtually equivalent to traditional face-to-face services and is 
far superior to the more frequent alternative--no mental health care 
at all.
    although more research is needed to help delineate the parameters 
of how to best provide telemedicine services for mental health, i have 
little doubt that telemedicine offers a safe, acceptable and effective 
mode of service delivery.
    based upon this evidence Visn 7 is implementing a strategy where-
by our Va medical centers will provide support via telemedicine to 
supplement the mental health care that is currently available in our 
CboCs, and in doing so provide much needed specialty services such 
as treatment of ptsd and substance abuse disorders.
    together with the Visn 7 network mental health director, dr. 
morris springer, we have developed and implemented a telemedicine 
training program for mental health clinicians within our network 
and so far we’ve conducted the initial rounds of this training with the 
Va mental health clinicians in Charleston, birmingham and hunts-
ville, alabama.  Clinicians at the atlanta Va will be next to receive 
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this training.
    Visn 7 is planning how at both the local Va medical center and 
network levels we can build on our telemental health strategy to sup-
port the use of telemedicine in providing outreach and educational 
services to the operations iraqi and enduring freedom veterans who 
are now returning to south Carolina, georgia and alabama.
    i believe the evidence based manner in which we are enhancing 
the mental health care services we provide in Visn 7 using telemedi-
cine will enable us to coordinate care provision between Va medical 
centers, CboCs, department of defense, and other local communi-
ty agencies.  i and many of my colleagues in Visns throughout the 
country who have affiliations and associations with major academic 
institutions, we can tailor locally to make sure it is appropriate for 
the needs of our unique veteran population.
    we are also undertaking the research required to grow the evidence 
base necessary to shape how this care continues to evolve in the fu-
ture.  to do so we are working with such agencies as the agency for 
health care Quality and research, the national institute of mental 
Health, VHA Office of Research and Development, and the National 
Center for ptsd in honolulu.
    mr. Chairman and members of the Committee, i thank you.

    [the statement of dr. frueh appears on p. 61]

    mr. brown. thank you very much.
    ms. wertenberger, are you ready?
    mS. wertenberGer. okay.
    mr. brown. what i’m going to ask you to do, and i know we’re going 
to have votes in just a few minutes, i want to give everybody a chance, 
at least have a chance to speak.  if we could sort of summarize your 
remarks and try to limit them within three to five minutes we would 
certainly appreciate it.  and i apologize for that inconvenience, but 
when we go to vote we might not ever come back.  it could be 30 min-
utes or two hours.  so it really is kind of crazy.
    but, anyway, thank you.  i hope you all understand.

statement of sydney wertenberger

    mS. wertenberGer. mr. Chairman and members of the Commit-
tee, i’m privileged to appear before you today to discuss rural tele-
medicine and describe the positive impact it’s having on our ability to 
provide care to the veterans we proudly serve.  i ask that my written 
testimony be entered into the record, and i will give you a synopsis 
of it now.
    although i’m the person testifying before the Committee today i 
represent a dedicated team of health care professionals who are com-
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mitted to improving access to care for veterans who live in the rural 
setting.  my testimony relates to how we care for veterans at the John 
J. pershing Va medical Center in poplar bluff, missouri, and our 
community based outpatient clinics which are located in paragould, 
arkansas, Cape girardeau, farmington, west plains and salem, 
missouri.
    i believe that our success in improving access to care for our veter-
ans is transferable to other rural areas. the commitment and leader-
ship of our facility director, chief of staff, our Visn 15 network direc-
tor, combined with support and direction from senior management in 
VA’s central office have been key elements in inspiring our teams to 
refocus and reconfigure the services we provide to incorporate tele-
medicine and improve access to care for our veterans.
    the John J. pershing Va medical Center is a small, rural facility 
located in our nation’s heartland.  our mission focus is on the delivery 
of primary care services.  our remote location means we face very dif-
ferent challenges in providing care to our veteran patients compared 
to a Va medical center located in a more metropolitan area.
    those of us who choose to live in a rural environment do so because 
we feel that facing these challenges is well worth the reward we get 
from living where we do.  the cost of living is lower, members of 
our community value self-reliance and independence.  at times this 
makes convincing veterans to seek health care services early and pro-
viding preventative health care true challenges.
    for the veterans we treat health and well-being means living where 
traffic is limited and there is peace and quiet with folks you know.  
they view being home as worth more than money can ever buy, and 
that home is not a house, but a place and way of life.
    those of us privileged to be charged with providing health care 
to veterans living in a rural environment are sensitive to its unique 
culture.  we know that veteran patients living in a rural environ-
ment need the same level of professional expertise as those who live 
anywhere else.
    telemedicine has been a great boon to us in delivering care in a 
rural community.  instead of the traditional requirement in health 
care that the patient travels to the care, we can take the care to the 
patient.  it means we can truly practice patient centered care.  it of-
fers us opportunity to successfully meet the challenge of providing 
health care in a rural environment.
    i will try not to make telemedicine sound too much like a pana-
cea, but it has opened multiple care options and possibilities for our 
veterans.  telemedicine is a tool which assists us in addressing the 
issues of access, quality, patient safety and cost effectiveness.  Value 
is another commodity.  Some things are very difficult to be able to put 
a price tag on.
    I’d like to share with you very briefly an experience we had several 
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years ago with one of our veterans.
    we had a gentleman under nursing home care with us, very frail, 
elderly.  his wife was with his son. unfortunately the wife became 
acutely ill.  he couldn’t make the trip to be able to say goodbye.  
through telemedicine we could achieve that.  they had their last 
moments, their last opportunity to say goodbye.  imagine what a gift 
that is.
    we currently have 39 telemedicine clinics working with our com-
munity based clinics and medical center giving a full range of special-
ity care.  Clinical outcomes have been positive.  the technology costs 
we believe will be recouped within 14 months due to cost avoidance 
and savings.
    telemedicine technology has offered us a way to put compassion 
for our patients into action.  i am grateful to you for this opportunity.  
thank you.

    [the statement of ms. wertenberger appears on p. 66]

    mr. brown. thank you, ms. wertenberger.  being from a rural part 
of south Carolina and a ranking member from up in maine where 
the travel is a real problem, and the veterans certainly like living in 
those rural settings and we appreciate your working in that arena.
    mS. wertenberGer. it is our pleasure and privilege.
    mr. brown. and ours too.  thank you.
    Dr. Levy, we overlooked you in our first announcements there, so 
let me recognize you.
    dr. Charles levy is the Chief of physical medicine and rehabilitia-
tion services north florida, south georgia Veterans health services 
in gainesville, florida.  dr. levy also serves as an associate profes-
sor in the department of occupational therapy at the university of 
florida.  he is a nationally recognized expert in rural mobility and 
amputee care and rehabilitation, and i welcome you, dr. levy.

statement of Charles e. leVy

    dr. levy. thank you very much.  i’m going to get through this as 
quickly as i can in respect for you, also.  if it seems a little scattered, 
i apologize.
    i’m a physician specializing in physical medicine and rehab and i’m 
privileged to be serving veterans in the north florida, south georgia 
Veterans health system.  it is particularly pleasing to work for the 
Va because the modern roots of rehabilitation medicine grew in re-
sponse to the need to improve the abilities, opportunities and quality 
of life of injured soldiers during and following world war ii.
    i feel that we’re at a very dramatic moment where health care is 
changing; telemedicine and telerehabilitation is the key to this great 
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paradigm shift.
    within rehabilitation medicine there is a great enthusiasm from 
physicians, therapists and nurses to use the tool of rehabilitation 
medicine to finally bring care into the home and into the home envi-
ronments. this is an area that we really haven’t been able to get to 
prior, and telerehabilitation offers a great solution to actually to get 
to the home and really make changes.
    Telerehabilitation can be described using four models.  The first 
model simply recreates the clinic using telecommunication to bring 
service to closer to veterans’ home. typically these clinics deliver one 
time assessments as opposed to ongoing care.  Veterans with multiple 
sclerosis, spinal cord injury, amputations, diabetes, cardiopulmonary 
and orthopedic problems and other disorders are right now interact-
ing with their clinicians in real time using television screens and 
telecommunication in Cleveland, ohio, and nashville, and minne-
apolis, and denver, and fresno, in ann arbor, tampa and elsewhere.  
patients are being served by telerehabilitation in wheelchair clinics.  
they’re getting their wound care, they’re getting neuropsychological 
care and prosthetic and orthotic assessments.
    for an example, a spinal cord injured veteran in dayton, ohio with 
skin breakdown related to his wheelchair seating will be presented 
by his or her local therapists to an expert panel in Cleveland.  the 
Cleveland team can instantly see the results of pressure mapping and 
work with the dayton therapist to come up with the optimal wheel-
chair cushion and seating solution.  a byproduct of this is cross edu-
cation and elevation of the standard of care throughout the region.
    a second model delivers ongoing care to veterans at distant clinics.  
examples include speech therapy, occupational and physical therapy, 
psychological and social services.  for example, therapists in denver 
assisted a veteran hundreds of miles away using video conferencing 
units located in the local clinics and in the medical center.  they were 
able to help the veteran with a traumatic brain injury who had dif-
ficulties with mobility, self care, bladder management and decision 
making.  therapists were able to see how the patient functioned and 
to speak to the patient’s wife about problems the veteran was having.  
from this they were able to determine practical ways they could help 
the wife care for her husband by providing ongoing education and 
training to both improve transfers, walking and stair climbing.
    while improving the quality and the availability of care in local 
clinics is critical, if we have our choice most of us would prefer to 
receive care in our own homes.  a third model of telerehabilitation 
does just that.
    a Va study in raleigh, north Carolina is using remote video links 
to deliver physiotherapy in the home and comparing the outcomes to 
traditional physical therapy.  the preliminary data looks favorable.
    another project, the low adl monitoring program, is targeting 
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frail veterans in north florida and south georgia.  these veterans at 
high risk for failure and are visited at home by an occupational thera-
pist and a technician who prescribe and install necessary assistive 
devices such as grab bars, tub transfer seats, canes, reachers, long 
handled shoe horns, dressing aids and adapted eating utensils.  the 
patients are then monitored daily either by text messaging, phone, 
computer or desktop devices.  this way pro-active and practical inter-
ventions can reach the veteran before  problems become disasters.
    Data from the first 150 veterans show reduced hospitalization and 
emergency room use and reduced nursing home bed days of care.  a 
comparison of six months prior to enrollment to the six months post 
enrollment showed a savings of $1,200,000.
    a fourth model links teams at great distances from the medical 
centers’ experts of care.  i’ll skip that in the interest of time.
    i’ve given you some examples of telerehabilitation today.  however, 
i believe the greater excitement will be seen as telerehabilitation be-
comes integrated into the standard care for veterans.  i envision a 
day soon when returning war injured veterans needing rehabilitation 
are embraced by a fully integrated care system that follows the veter-
ans from the dod to Va centers of excellence, to the local Va medical 
centers, to their community-based outpatient clinics, and then into 
their homes.
    thank you very much.  i’d be glad to take questions.

    [the statement of dr. levy appears on p. 70]

    mr. brown. thank you, dr. levy.
    ms. ryan?

statement of patriCia ryan

    mS. ryan. good morning.  i want to thank you for this opportu-
nity to meet with you today.  Visn 8 began enrolling patients in the 
care coordination home telehealth program in april of 2000.  most 
of the veterans that we enroll are the clinically complex, older, adult 
veterans, and we serve most of the chronic population, the popula-
tions that have the chronic health problems that you’ve heard about 
already.
    forty-nine percent of the veteran population is over 65 and average 
three or more chronic health problems.  they live in their own com-
munities, they live in their own homes, and frequently when you get 
to be of a certain age you’re really afraid to go to the doctor but you 
really have problems managing your own health care.  what the care 
coordination program does for them is gives them the ability to man-
age their own chronic diseases.
    our goal is to improve access to care and to provide the right care 
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at the right time at the right place.  through the use of the electronic 
medical record the role of the care coordinator is combined with home 
telehealth technologies to provide that link to all of the clinical spe-
cialists that a veteran may need to see and get data to, as dr. fletcher 
showed you this morning.
    frequently clinic visits are followed up just in case a person de-
clines or to evaluate the type of information that’s been going on in 
the progress of treatment.  the ongoing connection through home 
telehealth provides just in time care that is both based on subjective 
and objective clinical information.
    the Visn 8 care coordination program has served over 3,500 vet-
erans in the last five years with the current census of over 2,400.  We 
have 21 programs across the network that serve many populations, 
from frail, older adults with multiple chronic medical conditions, vet-
erans with mental health problems, a large of population of veterans 
with both diabetes and heart failure, and a wound care program that 
for the very special spinal cord population at the san Juan Va.  and 
some of those veterans would have to travel from st. thomas to san 
Juan via air transport if they needed to come there for their wound 
care.  so we’re able to do that remotely.
    our success has been outstanding and customer service has been 
measured annually for the last five years with the results of over 95 
percent satisfaction with both the care coordination process, which is 
really important, as well as with the use of the technology.  there are 
four components to care coordination:  care and case management, 
disease management, self management of chronic disease, and then 
as we said before the technology to provide all of these.
    we’ve been able to reduce in our heart failure programs, reduce 
blood pressures on an average from 131 over 70 to 119 over 69.  we’ve 
had weight reductions that have averaged 5 to 10 pounds.  we’ve had 
clinically significant improvement in both of our--in all of our diabet-
ics across the network.
    over 80 percent of our veterans use the in home messaging device 
and we will be able to produce results similar to what dr. fletcher 
has shown you.
    one population that we serve is the palliative care population that 
grew out of a cancer program that we started in conjunction with the 
national Cancer institute.  we have a chaplain that serves as a care 
coordinator and the care coordinator is a registered professional that 
must be a team member with all of the different specialties that we 
have.
    this veteran was near the end of his life and his son, who was a 
police officer in a distant town, was shot in the face and the veteran 
could not travel to see his son. through care coordination programs 
that we have all over our state we were able to serve with the care 
coordinators.  we were able to set up video conferencing equipment 
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between the son in the hospital and the veteran at home. during--to-
wards the end of his life he was able to share some precious moments 
with his father.
    mr. Chairman, my father and all of my uncles--except for one--
were world war ii veterans.  so i grew up knowing what the value 
of veterans are to this country, and i really value my ability to serve 
veterans in this manner, and i’m ready to answer any questions that 
you may have.

    [the statement of ms. ryan appears on p. 74]
 
    mr. brown. and i really do appreciate you all coming and we cer-
tainly have a compassion for our veterans on this Committee.  we’re 
grateful for the testimony that you’ve come to bring this morning.
    mr. michaud, do you have any questions?
    mr. micHaUd. i have several questions, but in the interest of time 
i’ll submit them for the record, mr. Chairman.
    mr. brown. well, let me tell you it was a great, informative few 
minutes.  i apologize for the urgency of moving forward so we can 
speak to the last panel, but thank you all very much for coming and i 
thank you every day for what you all are doing for our veterans.
    mS. ryan. thank you.
    mr. micHaUd. that doesn’t mean you’re off the hook as far as an-
swering questions.
    mr. brown. our third panel is mr. Jonathan linkous, executive 
director of american telemedicine, and dr. sandeep wadhwa, the 
Vice president of Care management services for mckesson health 
solutions and a member of the board of the disease management as-
sociation of america.
    and gentleman, i know you’ve been hearing my pleas all along.  
the horn hasn’t sounded yet.  we certainly welcome you, and mr. 
linkous, if you would begin.

statements of Jonathan d. linkous, eXeCutiVe di-
    reCtor, ameriCan telemediCine assoCiation; and
    sandeep wadhwa, ViCe president, Care manage-
    ment serViCes, mCkesson health solutions and
    member of the board, disease management asso-
    Ciation of ameriCa

statement of Jonathan d. linkous

    mr. linkoUS. i appreciate the opportunity to speak here on behalf 
of the american telemedicine association.  
    telemedicine is a very important subject, and the ata greatly ap-
preciates the Committee’s leadership in this area.
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    i would like to take just a moment to give you a little background 
on telemedicine from ata’s perspective. you’ve had some great tes-
timony so far on applications within the Va.  telemedicine has been 
around for about 30 years in this country in various aspects.  right 
now there are about 200 active networks in the country, outside of 
the Veterans administration, including about 2,000 hospitals that 
are all involved in telemedicine.  about 60 specialties and sub-spe-
cialties, medical specialties, have been used in telemedicine.  it is 
a very active and growing area around the country.  Certainly one 
of the most important areas is telemedicine in home care, in areas 
where the Veterans administration has done quite a bit of ground-
breaking work.
    with the aging of the population in this country, home telehealth 
has probably one of the greatest potentials for growth.  in telemedi-
cine today, there is about 15,000 providers of home care services car-
rying about 7 million individuals nationwide in cases of acute illness, 
long term care conditions and force forward disease management.
    throughout the past two decades, the home monitoring industry 
and government, as well as the private sector, have been developing 
electronic and telecommunications equipment which can do anything 
from collecting vital signs to allowing you to see a nurse from your 
own home.
    there are a number of challenges that are facing this industry 
as we move forward.  one is moving--taking advantage of the new 
technologies that are available, both in wireless applications as well 
as cheaper applications that will make--drive the price down.  i un-
derstand your comments about the price, and i will tell you that in 
the last ten years, the prices for telemedicine equipment are prob-
ably about 15 percent of what they were when I first started getting 
involved in telemedicine 10, 12 years ago.
    the industry also must be able to meet the diverse demands of 
home care agencies.  one of the things you will see within the Veter-
ans administration, and elsewhere--is they’re not just using one type 
of telemedicine in the home, they’re using a number of different types 
of technologies, and it depends upon the need of the patient, such 
as trans-telephonic monitoring of heart signals, for example.  if you 
have an implanted pacemaker, you can have it monitored remotely 
using a telephone, a fairly simple device active throughout the coun-
try--event recorders for people with heart problems, health status 
monitors that might just ask patients certain question.  Certainly the 
applications we saw, taking weight and vital signs and even pushing 
a button and seeing the nurse--having that interaction on a daily ba-
sis is another thing that we’re seeing regularly.
    the Veterans administration has certainly been a leader in this 
area in the country.  with over 5,000 patients enrolled in their home 
telehealth program alone, the department is administering one of 
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the largest arenas--activities, rather, in telemedicine throughout 
this country.  the department has been working hard to set forth 
guidelines and the appropriate use and administration of these tech-
nologies, including developing appropriate technology standards, and 
protocols, and initiating specialized training for Vha employees in-
volved in the use of telehealth in the home.
    ata’s membership includes many of the staff from the Veterans 
administration.  we’ve actually had two members of the Va serve on 
our board of directors.  the chair of our home telehealth task force is 
from the Veterans administration and we also have just completed a 
set of guidelines and tasks--and standards--involving the Va as well 
as the military, another major player in telemedicine in this coun-
try.
    the experience and lessons learned from the Va’s use of telemedi-
cine in the home can be a valuable resource for others in the medi-
cal community outside of the Veterans administration.  at the same 
time, others outside of the Va also have a lot of experience in this 
same field.   For example, at our recent annual meeting  in Denver, 
Colorado, we had over 2,000 people and 50 presentations just in the 
field of home telehealth.
    ata applauds the department of Veterans’ affairs for its efforts to 
deploy telemedicine.  we appreciate the progress they are making in 
this critical field and stand ready to help them, as well as this Com-
mittee, with a cross-fertilization of ideas between the department 
and others involved in this very rapidly growing area of health care. 
i thank you very much.

    [the statement of mr. linkous appears on p. 78]

    mr. brown. thank you very much.
    sandeep wadhwa.

statement of sandeep wadhwa

    dr. wadHwa. that’s it.  you nailed it.
    mr. brown. okay.
    dr. wadHwa. Chairman brown, i have the pleasure of returning 
from kiawah island this weekend and can attest to the stunning 
beauty of your district.
    i will summarize my already summarized remarks and get us back 
on track.
    my name is dr. sandeep wadhwa and i’m the Chairman of govern-
ment affairs of the disease management association of america, and 
i also oversee disease management programs for mckesson Corpora-
tion, which is one of the largest providers of disease management 
services to government health payers.  i’m also a practicing geriatri-
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cian and am familiar with the long term and chronic care needs of 
veterans from my five years of practice at the Philadelphia VA Medi-
cal Center.
       The Disease Management Association of America is a non-profit 
organization representing all aspects of the disease management 
community, and disease management emphasizes the prevention or 
exacerbation of disease and complications by using evidence based 
medicine and practice guidelines and patient empowerment strate-
gies.  we strongly encourage and support the Va’s adoption of tele-
health initiatives.  the Va has done extensive evaluations of telemon-
itoring devices which have demonstrated their efficacy in improving 
patient health status and reducing avoidable utilization of Va’s acute 
care resources.
    the Va’s use of telenursing however is in its early stages.  telenurs-
ing leverages the telephone as a no additional cost and nearly univer-
sal device to establish a therapeutic relationship between a nurse 
and a patient for education, counseling and monitoring.  our member 
organizations have demonstrated the value of using the telephone 
across a variety of settings to improve the health of vulnerable popu-
lations cost effectively.  to that end we encourage the Va to leverage 
the ubiquity and utility of the telephone as well in its telehealth ini-
tiatives.  thank you.

    [the statement of dr. wadhwa appears on p. 82]

    mr. brown. i do thank both of you for coming and thank you for 
confirming my assessment of my district.
    mr. michaud, do you have any questions you want to ask?
    mr. micHaUd. first of all, i would like to thank all the panelists 
that we heard this morning as they all did an enlightening job, and i 
really appreciate the information.
    my concern, being from the rural state of maine, is whether or not 
the funding will be there to make sure that the need is met for our 
veterans throughout the state of maine and other rural areas.
    i guess the assessment that was given earlier about Caribou and 
Togus is appropriate, but actually you could fit all of New England 
into the state of maine.  and my big concern is when you look at 
the number of facilities--well, the hospital and the clinics we have in 
maine is equal to the amount that’s in new hampshire.  my concern 
is whether veterans in rural areas are getting that access.
    i guess my question is i know Va had done a great job as far as 
telemedicine, but as far as the standard when you look at the depart-
ment of defense, the Va, as well as the american hospital associa-
tion, is there a standard for all three that everyone is complying with 
or will there be a mismatch between the technology that is being used 
particularly among the dod and the Va?
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    mr. linkoUS. i think that’s an excellent question and a very timely 
question.  within maine alone, there’s a separate telemedicine net-
work that includes over 100 hospitals.  it’s quite a remarkable net-
work that they have going on and they have a lot of experience.
    as the technology improves, as the practice becomes more wide-
spread, certainly one of the challenges that we face right now is adopt-
ing standards and clinical protocols that are the same throughout the 
Veterans administration, the military, the prison systems that use 
telemedicine, and of course, into the private sector, as well.
    the Veterans administration has made a lot of progress in devel-
oping some standards and some protocols.  we have on a couple of 
occasions, worked with them on developing some standards that are 
based on some of the work that they’ve done, and then we move it out 
further.  but i think that is a challenge as we move ahead, to make 
sure that the protocols are there, that the standards are in place, so 
that when you have a telemedicine system in maine, or in south Car-
olina, or in California, basically, the patient can expect the same level 
of care and the same types of services, no matter where they are.
    mr. micHaUd. my second question is for both panelists.  since you’re 
familiar with the Va, do you think the Va should be doing something 
differently or should they be focusing in certain areas as far as tele-
medicine goes?
    dr. wadHwa. we’re very pleased with the care coordination efforts 
that are coming out of the VA’s office, and I guess from our perspec-
tive we’re looking for a balance between the use of telemonitoring 
equipment which, as was discussed earlier does have costs associated 
with it, as well as using the telephone and the ability to in a very low 
cost way to establish a relationship has been shown in a lot of peer 
reviewed studies.  so we think that both of those telehealth solutions 
should be promoted in the system.
    mr. micHaUd. I guess what my final question if I might, Mr. Chair-
man?  it has been stated that one out of every six servicemen and 
women will come back from iraq and afghanistan is going to need 
some type of assistance, particularly as it relates to mental health.  
do you think that currently there’s enough funding within Va to deal 
with that particular issue?  and i guess my second question is how 
important is one-on-one immediacy going to be?  you know, i assume 
that telemedicine is going to be available during the daylight hours.  
what’s going to happen to the veteran who needs the assistance at 
nighttime, particularly when we hear about all the people who die 
over in iraq and afghanistan, but we don’t hear much about the sui-
cides or attempted suicides that are currently there and my concern 
is the immediacy of getting assistance.
    mr. linkoUS. One of the benefits of telemedicine is that you can 
extend the services provided to the individual beyond just the hours 
of the clinic, just when a particular practitioner happens to be in the 
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office.  You can link into a network and get those services no matter 
where they are.
    the Veterans administration has done a lot of work in telemental 
health, brought a lot of leadership in that area.  i am concerned about 
the funding level.  i’m very concerned about what we’re hearing, and 
certainly, the Chair and you are hearing about the appropriations 
this year for the Veterans administration.  i think it is not a good 
time to be reducing any money for an agency that is providing ser-
vices to our veterans when we are involved in conflicts.
    dr. wadHwa. and i’ll just build on that, that response just ever 
so briefly, in that many of these services are set up to be available 
around the clock with immediate access to a telenurse and teleadvice.  
that is exactly for patients in distress and they may not have a good 
grasp of judging their own symptom and calling 911, but feel com-
fortable talking around the clock to a nurse and have that symptom 
triaged at the appropriate level of care.  so that is a concern i think 
that telehealth does, can be set up to address that, to provide around 
the clock service.
    mr. micHaUd. and if i might, as i said, there’s a lot of questions.  
you just happen to be the last panel before the bell rings.  the last 
question i have and i promise, mr. Chairman, is do you think the 
technology, the system out there, particularly in a rural state like 
maine and given the number of veterans that we currently have in 
maine, that the use of the system, is it available, the technology in 
the rural areas?
    mr. linkoUS. is the technology available currently?
    mr. micHaUd. yes.  will there be a problem with overload?  i mean, 
if you look at maine, 16 percent of our population are veterans.  we’re 
the highest in the country as far as veterans.  we’re a rural state.  we 
definitely do need to improve on the technology.  You look at Maine’s 
national guard, we’re at the top there as well.  if the braC process 
goes through where 7,000 jobs are going to be lost in maine and it’s 
going to throw more veterans probably onto the system.  will the sys-
tem be able to withstand the needs?
    mr. linkoUS. well, i would say there’s a problem currently serving 
those needs, and part of that problem is the fact that we have a sys-
tem that is still relying very much on individual face-to-face consulta-
tions and services.  telemedicine does allow you to actually increase 
the number of patients that you see, and it increases the efficiency of 
the system.  so hopefully, as we get it deployed further throughout 
the state of maine, or south Carolina, or throughout the country, we 
can increase the number of services and access to those services for 
all of the patients that are out there.
    the technology is--the changes in technology are just phenomenal, 
even for the last 12 months.  so i think we are going to be able to have 
a technology available that will be able to be deployed in all of the 
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homes.  it’s very important, though, that the appropriate technology 
be selected for the appropriate need.
    dr. wadHwa.  and just to very quickly build on that comment, the 
technology is, as we said earlier, becoming much less expensive and 
very easy for the veterans to install themselves without a lot of tech-
nical guidance or people coming out.  and so our strong sense is that 
the technology is here.
    mr. brown. let me say not just to you two but the whole panel, all 
three panels that were presenting today, what a real refreshment to 
the sense of where we’re moving in our health care delivery, and i 
thank you both for being part of, plus the other two panels, and thank 
you all for coming. and as the mystery of this process moves forward 
the two--the 11:00 votes did not show, nor did the 11:15, nor did the 
11:30 apparently.  so we’re still--it’s still amazing how this process 
goes.
    mr. micHaUd. i do not have a question but, mr. Chairman, this is 
susan’s last hearing after eight years as democratic staff director 
for this subcommittee.  she’s done an outstanding job.  i want to wish 
her the very best in her future endeavors.  thank you very much.
    mr. brown. well, susan, thank you for your service, and we will 
miss you.
    [applause.]
    mr. brown. with that, the meeting is adjourned.
    [whereupon, at 11:33 a.m., the subcommittee was adjourned.]
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